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TETHERED SUB SATELLITE STUDY 
I. iNTRODUCTlON 
Mathias P. L. Siebel 
Various concepts of using tethers in space have been studied previously; 
e. g. , an early concept for Slcglab had the solar observatory (Apollo Telescope 
Mount) tethered (rather than hard-clocked) to the S-IVB stage, and other tether 
studies were performed in connection with astronaut rescue concepts. The 
present in-housc study was performed to gain an understanding of a report 
received in September 1974 from the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory 
(SAO ) entitled Shuttle-Borne 'fSkyl~oolcff: A New Tool for Low-01*b;?al-Altitude 
Research, by G. Colombo, E. RrI. Gaposchkin, M. D. Grossi, and G. C. 
Weiffenbach. 
In their report SAO suggests a tether of approximately 100 km length 
deployed from the orbiter ancl carrying a subsatellite to an altitude of perllaps 
100 km below the shuttle and 100 to 160 km above the Earth (Fig. 1-11. The 
subsatellite would then be used as.a platform on which various Irincls of experi- 
mental apparatus would be carried for upper atmospheric measm'cments, high 
resolution gravity gradient measurements, and low frequency radio physics 
experiments in the lower magnetospl~ere where the tether wire itself is used a s  
a dipole. 
An in-house study performed by C. C .  Rupp (see  Bibliography) verified 
certain parameters and results of the SAO report. A further, more clctailecl 
in-house study was performed during the period from February 1075 to August 
1975. The following a r e  the principd aspects ancl the responsible investigators 
to the tether-subsatellite system that were considered: 
Dynamic Analysis of a 1.ethered Subsatellite Mario 1-1. Rheinfurth 
and Zachary J .  Galaboff 
Investigation of a Tethered Subsatellite Ralph R. Icissel 
Control Law 
Aerodynamics ICenneth D. Johnston 
Theinlal Studies William P. Balrer 
Tethered Subsatellite Communications J. A. D~udcin 
System Design 
Reports on these individual efforts form the body of this report.. 
I t  will be seen that while many detailed questions remain unresolved, no 
fundamental effect has been discovered that makes the subsatellite concept 
unfeasible. More detailed systems and optimization studies a re  recommended. 
Further, i t  should be mentioned that in the course of the study, interest in using 
t5e tether was expressed by a r i i b e r  of members of the scientific aiid applica- 
tions oriented communities. In addition to the applications originally suggested 
by SAO, other uses for the tether have been found both in the Atnlospheric 
iIIagnetospheric Plasnla in Space (AMPS) area (generation of .4lfven waves and 
study of plasma wakes) and in more general areas. The more general applica- 
tions proposed include cargo transfer, space ststion stabilization, the use of 
tethers a s  aids in the erection of large area space structures, satellite retrieval, 
power generation, and others. 
I t  is recommended that further studies be perfomled to define common 
and specific application function features of tethered subsatellite systems. Such 
studies should culminate in cn experinlent on an early shuttle flight. 
SHUTTLE 
/ 
Figure 1-1. Tethered subsatellite. 
I I. DYNAMI CS ANALYSi S OF A TETHERED SUB SATELLITE 
Mario H. Rheinfurth and Zachary J. Galaboff 
A. Summary  
A dynamic analysis was perfomled to study the feasibility of the tethered 
subsatellite concept with emphasis on its dynamic response and stability charac- 
teristics. The differential equations were derived that describe the three- 
dimensional motion of the subsateliite and the flexible tether that connects it 
with the main satellite. Because of limitations in manpower and resources, 
only a simplified model could be simulated on the computer. However, a serious 
effort was made to include the most significant factors in the analysis, factors 
that were deemed necessary to prove the dynamic feasibility of the concept. 
Analytical investjgations and computer simulations performed thus far  did not 
expose dynamic characteristics that would preclude a satisfactory deployment 
and stationkeeping of the tethered subsatellite. However, a serious dynamic 
problem was encountered during the attempt to retrieve the subsatellite. This 
problem occurs in the vicinity of the subsatellite and is characterized by a 
stmng tendency of the subsatellite to sling around the main satellite. This 
phenomenon and the lateral tether flexibility, which was not included in the 
present analysis, a re  still critical issues and require further study. 
B. l ntroduction 
The objective of this study is to conduct a feasibility analysis of a sub- 
satellite that is attached to an orbiting spacecraft by & tether. For  this purpose, 
a computer program was developed that allows the precliction of the dynamic 
behavior of thc tethered subsatellite during i ts  dep l~yr~en t ,  stationlceeping, and 
retrieval. The dynamic analysis is  kept sufficientiy general to accommodate a 
rather wide variety of system parameters. Because the equations of nlotion 
a r e  fairly complex for the gentral case of tllree-dimensional motion and tether 
flexibility, they a re  written in concise vector-dyaclic and matrix fo~w. using 
Lagrangian mechanics. The derivation is carried to a point from which the 
interested reader can readily proceed towards a detailed scalar f o ~ ~ n d a t i o n ,  
The computer simulation itself was perfoinled under certain restrictive assump- 
tions dictated by the nature of the study and by the linlitations of manpower and 
resources. A detailed formulation of the corresponding silnpl~iied equations of 
motion is provided. In selecting the simplifying assumptions, partic~tlar 
attention was given to the iclentification and dcletion cf dynamic effects tliat can 
be safely neglectad. A point-by-point discussion of these effects is included. 
Consideration is also given to effects that should be included in a more refined 
analysis. The necessary extension and augmentations of the equations of motion 
can be obtained \vithout difficulty from the vector-dyadic forndat ion presented 
in this section. 
C. Lagrange's Equations 
The dynamic analysis of conlplex systcms is greatly facilitated by an 
approach attributed to Lagrange and genera3ly referred to as  analytical 
mechanics. This approach is general and systeillatic in nature and is readily 
adaptable to modifications and refinements of the matheinatical moclcl that i s  
used to describe the dynarnical system. It i s  obviously beyond the scope of this 
report to derive the equations of nlotion in an expository manner. A certain 
familiarity of the reader with tllc concepts of analytical mechanics xvill, there- 
fore, be required for the understanding of this derivation. However, this 
familiarity i s  not ~lecessary for the application of the equations of motion as  
they appear in their final fornl. On the other hand, the treatnient is detailed 
enough that the cognizant reader should bc aMc to supply potentially desirable 
addenda to the existing mathematical nlodel without great difficulty. 
In their classical form, Lagrange's cquations ai-e based on an inertial 
reference frame and cnipXoy generalizcd coordinates, Accordingly, they appear 
in the form of a 1natl-i~ cquation 
where T = ~ ( q , h )  i s  t!ie I\inetic ciiergy, csprcsscd a s  a . f \~~~c t io i~  of the general- 
izcd coordinate vector q and its time dcrivativc h. Thc tcl-ln A rcpreseiits 
the Lag range i 'n~~ltiplicr vcctor, 2nd C reprcscnLs tlic coltstraint ~na t i ix  
appearing in tlie nlalrix equation for tlic constraints having the Pfaffian form: 
The generalized force vector & on the right side is determined via the prin- 
ciple of virtual work: 
This states that the ~:~Isl.ti work 6 W  of the applied generalized forces 9 is 
zero for virtual disp1acer::~~nts 4 which a r e  consistent with the constraints 
imposed upon the system. 
Equation (11-1) represents a set  of second-order ordinary differential 
equations. The solution of these is necessary and sufficient to establish the 
complete dynamical behavior of the system as  a function of time. However, it 
results that for more complex dynamic configurations, this form of the equations 
of motion is too complicated. A less  complicated form of these equations is 
obtained by introducing one o r  more noninertial reference frames and expressing 
the kinetic energy in terms of nonholonomic velocities. These velocities a r e  
also referred to as derivatives of quasi-coordinates. The corresponding trans- 
formation from generalized velocities to nonholonomic velocities is given by 
Euler's kinematical equations 
with A(q) being the appropriate transformation matrix. The nonholonon~ic 
velocity vector 2 is, in general, composed of both linear and angular velocity 
components. Intmducing equation (11-4) into equation (11-1) yields Lagrange's 
equation in a quasi-cooidinate form a s  
where B = CA-I andwhere J is the Jacobian matrix 
Judged by their outward appearance, the transformed eqiiations (11-6) seem to 
be more complicated than their classical co~uitei'part given in equation (11-1). 
However, th ir intrinsic simplicity will be obvious when the detailed steps of 
introducing the above-mentioned noninertial reference frames a re  carried out. 
Since these steps a re  rather lengthy - but straiglitfoiward - tlicy will not be 
repeated at this point. They will produce tlie result that for each introduced 
noninertial reference frame, the eqiiations of motion can be partitioned into 
three distinct sets. These sets can be physically interpreted as rigid-body 
translation, rigid-body rotation, and subsysten~ flexibility. Using vector-dyadic 
notation, this result can be stated in the following foinl: 
Rigid-Body Translation 
Rigid-Body Rotation 
S~tbsystenl Flexibility 
where r 
V 9  r W ,  
and I' are tlie peitinent constraint clyaclics a s  detcnnined 
cl 
by thc properly transfol?ned constraint equation (11-2). 
The eliminatioii 01 the unltnown Lagrange mdtiplicrs is usually performed 
by a separatc computational ivutine. A frequcnlly used onc is outlincd in the 
appendix. 
D. Coordinate Systems 
1. ORBITAL REFERENCE FRAME 
The motion of the tethered subsatellite will be described relative to an 
orbital reference frame that i s  fixed in the main body. Since it is known in 
advance that the short-tern dynamic effects of a tethered subsatellite on its 
main satellite are  by engineering design extremely small, the dynamic analysis 
can be greatly simplified by assuming that the reference frame is traveling 
along a predetermined orbit. This orbit can be separately calculated by a 
trajectory analysis. Except for rather low orbits, this analysis requires only 
the consideration of gravitational forces. For  a spherical gravitational field, 
the orbits will be Iceplcrian. The orbital reference frame is aligned such that 
the xo-axis points in the direction of the inertial velocity vector, the zo-axis 
toward the center of the Earth, and the yo-.axis completes the right-hand triad. 
It is a noninertial coordinate system. In the particular case of a circular orbit, 
the x -axi~ will be parallel to the inertial velocity vector. The long-term. P dynamic effects of the tethered subsatellite on its main satellite can be calculated 
with sufficient accuracy in a separate analysis after the completion of the 
dynamic analysis described herein. 
2. QUASI-COORDINATE REFERENCE FRAME 
To derive the equations of motion using the quasi-coordinate formulation 
of Lagrange's equations, a noninertial quasi-coorclinate reference frame is 
intmduced. The axes of this second reference frame will be labeled x, y, z. 
Its origin is chosen to coincide with the orbital reference frame. I t  is 
advantageous to align the axes of the quasi-coordinate frame parallel to the 
principal axes of the undefoimed tether/subsatellite body. The orientatioa of 
the quasi-coordinate reference frame relative to the orbital reference frame 
car. be defined by three Euler angles, Initially, the two frames a re  coincident. 
A series of three rotations in the proper sequence defines the relative orienta- 
tion. The three rotations are: 
a. A positive rotation $ a h u t  the z-axis, 
b. A positive rotation 0 a b u t  the y-axis. 
c. A positive rotation 9 about the x-axis. 
Frequently, t'hese E i l e r  angles are  given the following names: the yaw (heading) 
angle II, , the pitch (attitude) angle 0 , and the roll (bank) angle 9 .  Figure 11-1 
illustrates the relationship between the two reference frames. For  the sake of 
visibility, only the last  two angles a re  shown in the figure. The angular velo- 
city _w of the quasi-coordinate frame relative to the orbital reference frame 
can be eypdbssed in terms of the time derivatives of these Elder angles through 
the well-lmown E d e r  lrinematical equations. This relationship is given as: 
w = 6 cos 9 -i- z,i cos o sin 9 
Y 
w = 4 cos o cos 9 - b sin 9 
z 
The Eulerian angles define the orientation of a body Ily the n~ in in~um number of 
independent coordinates. Their prilnary attractiveness stems from the fact 
that they permit a simple geometrical interpretation of the attitude motion of 
a body. However, they suffer fmm an intrinsic singularity c~ndition. Another 
co~nputational drawback of the Euler angle method is the nonlinearity of the 
differential equation (11-10) which has to be solved to obtain the Euler angles. 
Both of these computational disadvantages can be avoided by defining the orienta- 
tion of a body in terms of direction cosines o r  q~~ateinions.  Since one of the 
primary purposes of this stucly was to gain physical insight into the dynamic 
charactelistics of the tethered subsatellite, the equations of motion were, 
nevertheless, derived in terms of Euler angles. 
E. Kinetic Energy 
Thc lrinetic energy of the dynamical system relative to incrtial space i s  
defined as 
yo = inertial velocity of the origin of the quasi-coordinate frame 
S2 = angular velocity of the quasi-coordinate frame relative to inertial 
- 
space 
R = position vector from the origin to a mass  particle 
- 
R = velocity of a mass particle relative to the quasi-coordinate frame. 
- 
The integration extends over the total tethered subsatellite system. 
Because the origin of the orbital reference frame is assumed to be in a 
state of free-fall, i ts  velocity can be set  equal to zero (yo = 0). A fornlal 
proof of this statement wili  not be presented. The angular velocity 2 of the 
quasi-coordinate frame can be expressed as  
where 
= angular velocity of orbital reference frame relative to inertial 
space 
u = ang~dar velocity of quasi-coordinate frame relative to orl~ital 
- 
reference frame. 
The position vector R can be expressed in thl~eti; coinpone~lts as 
r = position vectoy of a mass particle originating from 4 
- 
w_ = elastic displacement vector of a mass particle fr$;i~ undefocmed 
state. 
The generic vector & is introduced as  an extraneous coordinate for the purpose 
of determining internal reaction forces at points of intarest. The clastjc dis- 
placement vector will be described in tei?ns of the r! * ~ i a l  modes (eigenfuqctions) 
of the dynanlical system; i. e. , 
where (11 ( r )  represents a three-dimensional normal modc and q ( t )  repre- 
-11 n 
sents its associaied generalized coordinate. Tile nolnial nioclcs a re  calculated 
by a separate styuc:ural analysis. Using nonnal Inode information grcatly 
facilitates the formulation and solutioll of the equations of motion. Although it 
is realized that such a modal analysis is tt>corctically only applicable to linear 
time-invariant s tn~c tu res ,  past experience has demonstrated that i t  can also be 
used for systems whose parameters changc only slowly with time. The tethered 
subsatellite systcm falls into W~is categoiy hccnuse the clel>loynient and retrieval 
velocities hnvc to be Itept sufficiently small to ~~reve l l t  ulldcsirablc nonlinear 
response phenomena and tlynarnic instability of the tether hecausc of excessive 
Coriolis effects. 
F, Equations of Motion 
Since the o bjectivc of this study was to explorc the feasibility of tlic 
tetllercd subsatellite concept, the analysis was l,ased on a sathcr siniplificd 
dynamic   nod el of the system. Ilowcver, some of thc sin~plifications had to be 
intinduccd becnusc of limitations in  tii:ic and resources. Thc 1110st significant 
simplifications in this 1;tttcr catcgory werc the omission of 1atcr:d tcthcr 
dynamics and tltc use of only onc normal mode for tlic elastic cspnnsion of the 
tether. Torsioipl, rigidity of the tether was also ncglcclcd. Ilowcvcr, its 
effect \\fill bc vqry small. 
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In general, the elasCic defomlation vector of 
in modal form as  follows: 
where 21, _e2, and _es a rc  unit vectors along the axcs of the yl~asi-coordinate 
reference frame. The terms X. ( x, y,  z) and Yi (x,  y, z) represent thz lateral 
1 
uonnal tether modes with 6 . ( t )  and 7 .  ( t )  beli.; their corresponding gcneralized 
1 J 
coordinates, Thc t a n u  Z,<(x, y ,  z) represents the longituclinal nqnnal tether 
lnodes and I: ( t )  tho&corresponding gencrdiacd coordinates. With the above- 1< 
moaioned simplifications, the deformation vector reQces to 
The first  longitudinal nmode was approxin~ated by 
This approximation was considered sufficiently accurate for the feasibility study 
of the tethered subsatellite concept. 
The tether itself was assumed to have a constant diameter and uniform 
mass distribution per unit lengtll, For  simplicity, the subsaf'ellite was given a 
spherical shape and mass distribution. Because tether torsion was not taken 
into consideration, the mtatiollal motion of the subsatellite about the tether axis 
was set  equal to zero. Therefore, the  notion of the subsatellite can be described 
in temms of oniy two of the three E d e r  angles. The two Euler angles chosen 
were thc pitch angle 0 which describes the in-plane motion of the subsatellite, 
and the roll angle 8 ,  which describes its out-of-plane motion. The equations 
of motion cat1 then be expressed in the following form: 
In-Plane Motion 
[(M t :) Id' cos2. + 4" 2 [(M+ y )  " .t]L(i - c) cm2q 
Out-of-Plane Motion 
[(M +:) L 2 + l ]  1 -  2[(M +?)i I -  Fi] L $  
Stretch Ecluation 
The .ation for thc tension in the tethcr i s  obtaincrl lby differentiating the 
Lagrangc equatlon (11-9) with respcct to the extraneous val-iable &. For the 
design of the tcthcr control system, if. is ncccssaiy to know thc tclhcr tcnsion 
at the deployment rccl/tcthcr interfacc. This i s  obtnined by sctting the  
cxtrnneous valinblc 
h3 = P o 5 3  
and thc c o r r e s ~ ~ o ~ ~ d i n g  c o ~ ~ s t m i n t  corldjtio~> to 
C ,  = Ic(t)  
11-10 
where 1 (t)  represents a prespecified time function that is determined by tlie 
C 
pariicular tether control law. The Lagrange multiplier appearing in equation 
(11-9) yields the tension in the tether directly. After all necessaiy differentia- 
<ion :teps arf; pe;foinled, the tension equation is obtained by setting lo = 0, 
8 ,  = 1, and Po = 1. T h i ~  yields 
where T is the tether tension. 
G. Generalized Forces 
The generalized forces ariee from several different sources. The most 
significant of tliese ~vill-be discussed in this subsection. Others can be added 
later if needed. As previously mentioned, the generalized forces a re  calculated 
by the viitual work done by the ex%ernal forces through virtual displacements. 
The virtual work can be conveniently expressed in teinls of the coordinates 
(x,,, yo, Q )  of the orbital reference frame and the corresponding components 
of the exteinal forces. The desired generalized forces are  then obtained by a 
subsequent transformation to tlie generalized coordinates. Thus, tlie virtual 
work is 
The position of a mass particle of the tether can be defined in teilns of the 
generalized coordinates of the dynamical system as  
where 9(z)  is the approximation used for  the first longitudinal mode of the 
tether. For  the calculation of the generalized forces due to a virtual displace- 
ment of the subsatellite, equation (11-25) is used setting z = 1 and @(I) = 1. 
The virtuill dispiacenlents can be expressed in terms of the generalized 
coordinates by using the following differential relationships: 
+ sin o cos 96io + *(z) sin 0 cos Q 6t; 
6 = - [ Po + z + @(z) t; 1 cos $ 6 Q - sin Q 61, - +(z) sin Q 6t; 
Yo 
- [I ,+ z +  Q(z) t;] cos o s i n g  6 9  
Inserting equation (11-26) into equation (11-24) and collecting the appropriate 
ternls yields the visti~al worlt a s  
Since the origin of the orbital reference frame moves along a free-fall 
trajectory, the only gravitational forces acting on thc tcthered subsatellite ar ise  
from thc gravity gradient field. Thc gravity gradient force tenns  a rc  obtained 
by a Taylor-series expansion of the gravity field about the free-fall trajectory. 
The first-order te111zs of this series a re  well Itnovm, Applying thesc terms to 
a mass particle of size dcz results in thc fol l~w~ng:  
where 
I t  should be noted that these expressions a r e  not restricted to circular orbits, 
but a re  valid for general, orbits followed by the orbital reference frame. Sum- 
ming up the forces over all mass particles of the dynamical system yields the 
first-order gravity gradient terms as: 
Q ( ~ ~ )  0 
= - 3(M + y)  w i  L~ sin o cos 0 eos2m 
= - 3 M t - w: cos2 o sin + cos q Qlp ( T) 
2. SECOND-ORDER GRAVITY GRADIENT FIELD 
The accuracy of the dynamic model can be improved by including higher 
order  ternls of the gravity gradient field in the analysis. For  wost practical 
space structures, however, i t  will not be necessary to go beyond second-order 
t e l l s .  These a r e  less  lrnown than the first-order ternls, but their  derivation 
is straiglltfoi~irard. Applying these second-order te ims to a mass particle of 
size dm yields the following forces: 
In comparison with the first-order gravity gradient terms, i t  is seen that they 
a r e  very small. Even for  distances up to 100 ltnl from the origin of the orbital 
reference frame, thcir contribution is on the order  of a few percent. They were, 
therefore, not considered in the analysis. 
The generalized forces associated with these forces can again be obtained 
by summing over the whole dynamical systein awl applying equations (11-26) and 
(11-26). 
3. ROTATING ATMOSPHERE 
For  tethered subsatellites moving in orbits of extremely low altitudes 
(100 to 200 km) , the aerodynamic disturbances arising froin the atmosphere of 
the Earth dominate those arising from the gravity gradient ficld and decisively 
influence the dynamic responsc of the systein. To limit thc size of Lhe computer 
program, the variation of the atnlospheric density with altitude was assuincd to 
be exponential. A least-square curve fit for such an "exponential" atlnosphere 
i s  shown in Figure 11-2. For thc analysis, it was of some advantage lo define 
the exponential density variation in the form 
where 
po = reference density 
1 H = - = reference height b 
h - distance from main satellite vertically down. 
The data a r e  based on the 1962 U. S. Standard Atmosphere. Only a single scale 
height H was used in the analysis, which corresponded to an altitude range of 
80 < h < 100 km. This was considered the range of major conceim. As a con- 
sequence, the atmospheric density in the vicinity of the main satellite was much 
smaller than the actual one. Therefore, the dynamic response of the tethered 
subsatellite during i ts  initial deployment phase was not accurately modeled. 
However, this was not considered to be critical, because i t  was found that the 
initial dynamic transients damp out rather quicldy during the deployment phase. 
In fact, an increase in drag on the subsateliite will benefit the deployment initia- 
tion. For  the tether, the aerodynanlic forces were defined as: 
a. Normal Force 
1 
= - P C  A V V EN 2 N N N-N 
b. Axial Force 
1 
= - P C  A V 7 QA 2 A A A A  (11-33) 
where V and xA represent the normal and axial relative wind velocities. 
-N 
The normal and axial force coefficients C and CA are  usually given as N 
functions of angle of attack and other aerodynamic paramcters. In the present 
analysis, they were assumed to be constant. 
For  the spherical subsatellite, the aerodynamic force was defined as 
with V_ being the relative wind velocity and C the aerodynamic drag coeffi- D 
cient. The lat ter  was asstuned to be consta~lt. 
The relative wind velocity was determined with the assumption that the 
atmosphere rotates with the Earth. liesolving the relative wind vector in com- 
ponents along the axes of the orbital reference frame yields the following 
results: 
Vx = - R,, (wo - a, cos i) 0 
V = (afl sin i cos /j) 
yo 
It can be easily verified that the motion of the tethered subsatcllite relative to 
the orbital reference frame is negligible when coniparcd to the total relative 
wind velocity. Therefore, the velocity terms in  equations (11-32), (11-33), and 
(11-34) can be directly calculated from equation (11-35). The detailed steps of 
this calculation will not be givcn. Likewise, the calculation of the generalized 
aerodynamic forces acting on the system via the principle of virtual work will 
not be presented. The final result gives the generalized aerodynamic forces a s  
(11-36) 
f Concluded) 
with the following definitions: 
V = v cos 0 
X X 0 
V = V sin 0 sin $ + V cos $ 
Y X  0 Yo 
V = V sin 0 cos $ - V s i n $  
Z X 0 yo 
and 
Also, 
1 bL cos o cos 9 p o =  - e  
2 
bL cos o cos q 
e - 1 
" = b cos  O cos cp 
e bL 'Os O C o s  ' ( b ~  cos o cos c - 1) + 1 
P2 = ( b  cos  o cos 9) 
The l a s t  of these definitions i s  to be used f o r  elliptical orbits of the main 
satellite where he represents the altitude variation because of the eccentricity 
of the orbit. The angle y represents the true anomaly of the main satellite, 
and the angle yo provides a convenient definition for  initiating various maneu- 
vers of the tethered subsatellite, 
The numerical values fo r  the aerodynan~ic coefficients were assumed to 
be constant at  the following levels: 
Subsatellite - Cd") = 1.0 
Tether - (m)  = 2.2 
4. ORBITAL ECCENTRICITY 
The effect of orbital eccentricity on the dyn&ic response of n tethered 
sul>satellite is twofold; one is a geometric effect, and the othez is a dynamicd 
effect. The geometric effect is due to the altitude variation of the tethered sub- 
satellite which is caused by the eccentsic orbit of the main satellite. As a 
consequence, the te t l~er /s~~bsate l l i te  system is subject to unsteady aerodynamic 
distu~.bances. To incoq~orate  this effect into the analysis, i t  was assumed that 
the main satellite moves in a ICeple~San orbit whose geometry i s  defined as  
R ( 1  + E )  
R = 1 + E COS y 
where R is the perigee distant, E is the eccentricity of the orbit, and y is 
P 
the true anomaly. 
Since the eccentricity E will be small ( E  << 1) for  all orbits of practical 
interest, it is possible to expand equation (11-37) in a Taylor series a s  follows: 
Taking only the first-order t e r n  in E , the altitude variation becomes then 
From this it follows that, for small eccentricities, the altitude variation of the 
tethered subsatellite i s  approximately sinusoidal. The relationship between the 
maximum altitude change and the orbital eccentricity can be readily obtained 
from equation (11-39) a s  
It is instructive to ,?onsides a numerical example. Asstuning an altitude of 
200 km for the main satellite (I1 = 6570 I a n )  and a maximunl altitude variation 
P 
(he = 20 km) of the subsatellite leads to an orbital eccentricity of E =  1.5 x lom3.  
This result confirnls the validity of the above Taylor-seiies expansion. 
Having demonstrated the smallness of the eccentricity, i t  i s  now possible 
to assess the dynamic effect of the eccentricity using a series expension express- 
ing the true anomaly y in ternls of the eccentricity E and the mean anomaly 
M , This relationship is given by 
y = hl  + (2  t - t t3) sin M + (2 r 2  - ?-l r") sin 2M + . . . , (11-41) 24 
where 
and 
with a represent'ing'tlle seminlajor axis and T the orbital period. Neglecting 
t e n n s  higher than first  order  in equation (11-41) yields the angular velocity of 
the main satellite in i t s  orbit as: 
/ .  y = n (1 + 2 c cos nt) (11-42) 
From this i t  follows that the angular velocity of an cccentric orbit is sinusoidal 
for  small values of its eccentricity. However, i t  is seen that t,he sinusoidal 
fluctuations a re  extremely small. For most practical orbits, thcse fluctuations 
a r e  less  than 1 percent of the mean angular velocity. It, is, therefore, pel-nliss- 
ible to replace the time-varying angular velocity j by its mean a n g ~ ~ l a r  velocity 
n in the cquations of inotion. 
The angular accclcration of tIie eccentric orbit i s  obtained by differen- 
tiating equation (11-42) with respect to timc. This yields 
The inertial forces arising Prom this angular acceleration are,  therefore, p1.o- 
pol-tional to c n2 .  Their ~nagnitude can bc estimated by conlparing thcm wit11 
the gravity gradicnt forccs of cquation (11-28). T l~cse  a re  sccn Lo bc j)ropoY- 
tional Lo the squarc of thc tcr111 too. This tcnn,  however, i s  very ncarly equal 
to the mean ang~rlar velocity n . A s  a consequence, tho inc~ti:ll forccs arising 
froin the orbital angular acceleration a re  by a factor r smallcr than the gravity 
gradient forccs. I3ecause of thc extreme smallness of thc e c c c n t r i ~ i t ~ ,  they 
can be rightfully neglected and were not includccl in thc cqu:~tjons of motion, 
5. OBLATENESS OF EARTH 
. The effects of the oblateness of the Earth on the dynamic response of a 
tethered subsatellite a r e  threefold; two aspects a r e  geometrical in nature, 
while the third is dynamical. The first  geometrical effect, the flattening of the 
Earth at i ts  poles, brings about vaiiations in orbital altitude of approximately 
20 km. It has i ts  greatest effect on satellites in po1a.r orbits. The second 
geometric effect results because the orbits of the main satellite are  no longer 
circular, In fact, they are  not even closed but precess in a westerly direction. 
The rate of precession will depend upon the inclination of the orbit and, to a 
somewhat smaller extent, on its altitude. However, the orbit regression amounts 
to only a few degrees per day and will not induce any discernible dynamic effects 
on the tethered subsatellite. The altitude variations resulting from these non- 
circular orbits range from 5 to 10 lun, depending on the inclination of the orbit, 
Like the geometric effect of the orbital eccentricity, the geometric 
effects of the Earth's oblateness will result in a constantly changing aero- 
dynamic disturbance force. A detailed sin~ulntion of this condition was not 
attempted, I t  is expected that the i-nfluence of these effects 011 the dynamic 
behavior of the tethered subsatellite i s  very similar to that observed for the 
orbital eccentricity. ' 
The dynan~ical effect of the oblateness of the Earth is  due to the deviation 
of the gravitational field from its spherical symmetry. To dotelmine this effect, 
we begin with the oblateness force exerted on a particle of n ~ a s s  m . Resolved 
in components relative to the orbital reference frame, they are 
4 
- - 2x11 J S(%) sin2i sin p cos p 
0 
F = 21-11 J g (3)* sin i cos i sin /3 
yo n / 
where the oblateness term J = 1.637 x The angle 13 defines the position 
of the main satellite relative to the intersection of the orbital and equatorial 
plai~es. The position of any mass  element dm of the tethered subsatetlite in 
terms of ( R ~ ,  pO) can be approximately expressed a s  
and 
Analogous to the gravity forces, only the gradient effects of the ol>lateneas 
forces a re  of interest. These a r e  obtained by inserting equation (11-45) and 
equation (11-46) into equation (11-44) and subtracting the zeroth 01rilaten;-5s 
contributions. Retaining only l inear terms then yields the first-order oblateness 
gradient forces a s  
2 
CIF 0 )  = - ( )  sin' i (x  cos 2  P + 2z sin2 PI dm 
X 0 
2 
d p  ('1 = 2 Wi J(%) s i n i  cos i ( x  cos [i + 4 z  sin /I) dm (11-47) 
yo 
A conipazison of these ternis wit11 the corrcsl~onding gravily gradient t e r n ~ s  of 
equation {l:,-3) will readily rcvcal that they a r e  several o rde l s  of ~nagniludc 
smaller. 'il; ?scfore, the dynamic2 effect of thc oblateness of the Earth can be 
safely d is~eganlcd,  
6. VISCOELASTIC TETHER FORCE 
The viscoelastic properties of the tether were modeled by very idealized 
elements. Accordingly, the elasticity was represented by a linear spring whose 
spring constant k is 
where d is the,.liameter of the tether and E i s  Young's modulus. Likewise, 
the damping, \v11?41 is a complcx phenomenon, was represented by an 
equivalent viscous damper with a damping force proportional to the velocity of 
the generalized rnocial coordinate (modal clan~i.l.lg). Consequently, the general- 
ized force due to tthc elasticity and damping ,,)f tlie tether can be directly obtained 
as 
where C2 is the coefficient of viscous damping. It is imporlant to  k t e  that thc 
energy dissipation duc to frictional losses i t 1  the tether material is, in general, 
too small to aid in damping out transient responses of the tethered subsatellite, 
As i e  pointed out in other sections of this repoi? thr: rcmoval of thesc tyansicnts 
reqtff~es thc employment of an active t e t k  - . -h i  law, 
H, Tether Control Laws 
The deplojmlent, retrieval, and quite probably the st ationlteeping pllasc 
of a tetllerecl subsatellite require an active tether control systcrn to guarantee 
adequate c.iynnmict systems perforn~mce, In accordance with the principles of 
control sys ten~ cles&>>, the tether control law will incorporate infoinlation a b u t  
the dynamjc state of the system in a closed-loop moclc. This can be implenzcnter? 
in various ways depending on whether the design i s  based upon classical o r  
optinlal control theoiy, In subsequent chapters, a tetlaer contml law is analyzed 
wllich generates a tether tension, T, through a linear feedback law of the forin: 
in  which the gain values kl, c l ,  and k2 a r e  properly chosen. Imyilementation of 
this  conti01 law the mcasurcincnt of the  te ther  tension, the r a t e  of 
t e ther  deployment, and t h e  length of thc t e ther  itself. The presen t  discussion 
examines the possibility of employing a control law that does not require  the  
measurement  of the t e ther  tension. Besides being s imple,  this control law is 
useful f o r  exposing some distinctive features  of tile clynamic hchavior of the 
te thered subsatel l i te  dui-ing i t s  deployment. In this  discussion, some facts  will 
a l s o  be presented on t h e  problellls associated with thc  retr ieval  of a t e the lcd  
subsatellite.  T h e  te ther  control l aw to bc  analyzed consis ts  of !he following 
t h r e e  p h a s p q ,  
1. E P o n c n t i a l  Increase  of Deployment 1i:ltc 
P = t r P  f o r  P o <  O : - P i  
2. Constant: Dcliioymcnt Rate 
P = c f o r  P i  < I 1- P 2  
3. Exlx~ncntial D c r r c a s c  of Dcploylncnt Rate 
= (  I - )  f o r  f , < f  - = f  
C C 
Numerical values t ~ s c d  f o r  lllc clynamic analysis a rc :  
T i m e  his tor ies  of the t c thcr  lcngth and i t s  dc1)loymcnt ra tcs  bascd upon this 
so-called cxpolicntial conti-ol law a r c  given in Figures  11-3 and 11-'1. T o  gain 
physical insight inlo tlie dynamic I~chavior  of thc sys tem,  Ihc :~tlitudc equntions 
were examined for both the in-plane and out-of-plane motion in the 
absence of aerodynamic disturbances. Fu i the i lo re ,  the tether mass was 
assunled to be negligible and the orbit of the main satellite to be circular. For 
this special: case, the in-plane motion is decoupled from the out-of-plane motion 
and is described by 
The out-of-plane motion only decouples from the in-plane nlotion for small pitch 
angles 0 .  With this assumption, the out-of-plane motion is described by 
At first  the dynamic behavior of the system is examined for  constant tether 
length ( i  - 0).  For  this case, both the in-plane and out-of-plane motion a re  
analogous to a simple pendul~ml motion ~vith stable equilibiia at 0 = 0" and 
0 = 180". However, the in-plane oscillation has a different period than the 
out-of-plane oscillation, even for snlall attitude angles. They a re  given as 
in-Plane Period 
The in-plane pel-iod i s  seen to be solnervhat larger than the out-of-plane period. 
It is important to no-iice that the p e ~ i o d s  of both oscillations a re  independent of 
the tether length. 
Fop large attitude angles, the in-plane and out-of-plane motions a re  no 
longer decoupled. As a consequence, the tethered subsatellite will, in general, 
exhibit a rather complex motion. Because the frequencies of the two oscilla- 
tions a re  incommensurable, the resulting patteln of the motion will somewhat 
reselnble the so-called Lissajous figures encountered in celestial n~echanics. 
During the deployn~ent and retrieval maneuvers, the tether leng'ill is  no 
longer const-ant. Examination of the preceding equations of motion reveals that 
the dynamic behavior of the tethered subsatellite becomes cistinctively different 
for these two nnaneuvers. For  deploynlent, the tether lenfrh P is increasing ( i  > 0) and the second terms of equations (11-52) and (11-53) containing the 
derivative of the tether length talte the place of an equivalc?.it damping. In such 
a case, existing oscillations will have a tendency to die. I:or retrieval, the 
tether length is decreasing ( i  < 0) and the seconcl tern1 ittroduces ncgative 
damping. In this case, existing oscillations will tend to build up. It has been 
found by simulation that this pattern is very pronounced in the out-of-plane 
motion. Because of the presence of the tern1 of the light side of equation (11-52), 
ho\veves, the in-plane n~otion does not build up rapidly. It i s  expected that this 
accu~nulatio~l of ltinetic energy during the retrieval phase can be held ~vitlnin 
acceptable linnits by a proper design of the tether control law. Such a contl-ol 
1.aw will, by necessity, lead to a "yo-yo" type of retrieval motion. This motion 
will be characterized by fast retiieval rates in the neighborhood of the masin~um 
attitude. excursions of the subsatellite and slow o r  even nc gative retrieval rates 
(i. e., L > 0) in the vicinity of the equilibrium p in t s .  B~.:cau~se of this yo-yo 
effect, the retl-ieval time of a tethered subsatellite will, .letelis palibus, be 
longer than the time for i t s  de~)loyment. Some prelimin2:-y s t ~ ~ d i c s  oncentrating 
on the problems associated with the retrieval of a tethel.: d silbsatellite a r c  pre- 
sented in a subsequent section. Onc can conceivably alsi use this yo-yo effect 
for the reinoval of residual Itinetic energy fi-0111 a tether€ d subsatellite dui-ing 
i ts  stationliecping mode. An optimd bang-b:mg type, go.-yo contl-01 law for this 
pulllose is illustrated in Figure 11-5. Each til:~e tke sub :atellite passes through 
its  equulibrium position the te t l~er  length is sudde~lly decr.eased by n small 
amount 6 and then increased by the same amouunt when ;he si~l)satcllite reaches 
i ts  ex t rc~ne  position. The dissipation of lciinetic encrgy per cycle resulting fro111 
this maneuver can be rclatecl to an equivalent viscous darnping effect. For  s111all 
oscillations of the in-plane motion, the corresponding c: itical tlanlping ratio 
beconles 
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where Oo is the amplitude of the in-plane oscillation. It is seen that the damp- 
ing effect inc.reases \vitll decreasing amplitude, indicating that yo-yo control of 
the in-plane motion could be very effective. The corresponding damping effect 
for  the out-of-plane motion can be calculated a s  
This damping effect is independent of the ainplitttde, indicating that a yo-yo 
control of the out-of-plane motion coulcl be very ineffective. In fact, a yo-yo 
motion amounting to a 3 percent change in tether length indu~ces only a 1 percent 
damping ratio. 
A schematic presentation of this yo-yo control law i s  shown in Figure 
11-5. I t  should be realized that the bang-bang type operation of this optimal 
yo-yo control law prevents its direct hardware implementation. I t  was only 
discussed for denlollstrating the dynainic piinciple involved in removing kinetic 
energy from a systeln without the exyulsion of mass by rcaction jcts. 
lnspection of the in-plane motion, equation (n-52), also uncovcred an 
iiztcresting and important dynamic peculiarity associated with the deployment 
and retrieval phase of the tethered subsatellite. I t  is seen that the subsatellite 
can assume a steady-state attitude angle 0 if the deployment velocity increases 
exponentially as in equation (11-51a). Ho~irever, stability of the nlotion can ~ n l y  
be maintained as long a s  the attitude angle stays below 45". Obviously, this 
limits the deployment rate a ,  which, in t u n ,  establishes a lower bound for 
the deployment time of the subsatellite. For  negligible tether mass, the upper 
limit of the deployment rate, a i s  constant with time. If thc tether mass is 
u ? 
taken into account, the system reaches only 2 quasi-steady state and the upper 
limit of the deployment rate changes with time according to the  elationsh ship 
where n~ = m(t)  is tlie instantaneous tether mass. To verify this result, com- 
puter sim~dations were made with the deployment rate a as  a parameter. The 
dynamic behavior of the subsatellite dui5ng the exponential buildup phase of the 
deploynlent velocity is shown in Figure 11-6, The critical deployment rate was 
determined by iteration to be approximately a - 9.5 x l o 4  s-I. This valilue 
C 
agrees rather well with the quasi-steady value of equation (11-56). Physically, 
the onset of tlie instability is caused by the loss of tension in the tether. From 
this time point on, the subsatellite becomes a free-flying object until the "ension 
is regained. For  all practical purposes, however, loss of tension in the tether 
also signals loss of control over the subsatellite. The same dynamic peculiarity 
also exists, of course, for the retrieval phase with the proper sign reversal of 
tlie attitude angle 0 . Instead of trying to stay "in front" of the lnain satellite as 
during its deploynlent, the tethered subsatellite will now stay 'behind" the niain 
satellite ( O  < 0). A s  was discussed previously, the retrieval phase is, however, 
dominated by the second term of equations (11-52) and (11-53), especially for  
the out-of-plane motion. The negative damping effect caused by this tern1 
becomes very noticeable in the vicinity of tile niain satellite where the tether 
length is small. There the tethered subsatellite acquires a spectacular tendency 
to wrap around the main satellite, ~uiiess the retrieval rate is reduced to an 
extremely small level. I t  should be pointed out that these dynamic characteris- 
tics of a tethered subsatellite during- its deploylnent and retrieval a re  intrinsic 
in nature and therefore independent of the particular tether control lalv chosen 
for  these maneuvers. 
I .  Results of Computer Simulations 
To gain a conclusive cngincering unde~standing of the clyna~nic behavior 
of the tethered subsatellite system, the analytical hvestigations were supple- 
nlented by detailed computer simulations. These werc based on design specifi- 
cations proposed by Ihe Smitlisonian Astrophysical Observatoly. Accordingly, 
the following system paraineters were used: 
filain Satellite 
Subsatcllite 
S~:hericnl i\lass 
Cross Section 
Drag  Coefficient 
Tether 
Deployed Length 1 = 100 1un 
Radius r = 0.183 x m 
Density p = 7.93 x lo3 k g .  m-3 
Total  mass m = 83.4 kg 
Xormal Force 
Coefficient CN = 2.2 
Axial Force Coefficient C = 0.2 A 
The sensitivity of the dynamic response characteristics was investigated with 
respect to variations of both system parameters and initial conditions. This 
revealed a number of interesting and important aspects of the system. First ,  
i t  was noticed that the system is relatively insensitive with respect to variations 
of the initial deploymen~'conditions. Dynamic transients aiising from these do 
not build up but stay within acceptable limits. The initial alignment of the sub- 
satellite and its actual release mechanism should, therefore, not be a critical 
item. Likewise, it was found that tlie dynamic response cliaracteristics were 
not very sensitive to changes in payload and tether mass. The design of the 
tethered subsatellite sy3tem can, therefore, accommcdate a rather wide range 
of these parameters. 011 the other hand, the effect of orbital eccentricity was 
very pronounced because of the drastic atmospheric density variations induced 
by the altitude c!ianges of the subsatellite. Care has to be taken, therefore, to 
maintain a nearly circular orbit of the main satellite during the operation of the 
tethered subsatellite. For  a subsatellite altitude of 100 Itm, it seems advisable 
to limit the altitude variations due to orbital eccentricity to 10 km o r  less. 
This requirement becomes, of course, less stringent for higher subsatellite 
altitudes because of the decreasing efFect of the atmospheric disturbances. 
To illustrate tlie dyna~ilic behavior of the tethered subsatellite, only a 
few typical cases were selected, and these a re  shown in Fignres II-7 through 
II-20. The plots are  arranged in the following order: 
1. Pitch Angle O 
2. Roll Angle $ 
3. In-Plane RIotion ( x  - z Plot) 
4. Out-of-Plane Motion (y-z Plot) 
5. E q ~ z i  rial Motion (x-y Plot) 
6. Tether Elongation t: 
7. Tether Tension T 
Initial conditions fo r  all cases a r e  O0 = q0 = 3" and i0 = 0 , $o = oo . They 
reflect initial misalignments and a small out-of-plane release impulse of the 
subsatellite. Each figure c o ~ ~ t a i n s  two plots: one fo r  a circular orbit (Case A) 
and one fo r  an eccentric orbit with AH = 10 lrnl (Case B) . Figures 11-7 through 
11-13 present e q ~ ~ a t o i i a l  orbits and Figures 11-14 through 11-20 present polar 
orbits. Cases of interniediate orbital inclinations were not included because the 
general nature of their  dynamic response characteristics can be easily visualized 
by proper inteipolation between the cases shown. Tlie time histories of the state 
variebles presented a r e  essentially self-explanatory. However, a few remarks 
seem to be in order. For  equatorial orbits, the out-of-plane motion (y-z plot) 
is essentially dictated by th- initial conditions. Since the exponential deployment 
does not provide damping, the responses a r e  veiy nearly constant. The equa- 
tosial motion (x-y plot) shows the typical Lissajou characteristics, especially 
f o r  the fully deployed condition. Eccentricity of the orbit introduces substantial 
excursions of the in-plane motion (x-z plot) with dynamic transients of several 
thousand nleters over and above the steady-state response. F o r  polar orbits  
the effect of the rotating at~nosphcre is clearly visible. I t  leads to out-of-plane 
transients of 2000 to 5000 m. However, there a re  no indications of resonance. 
The tensile fomes in the tether never exceed 100 N. They should not present 
problelns relative to the matel-ial p r o p e ~ i e s  of the tether. The same holds tsue 
fo r  the elastic expansion of the tether which stays below 400 m o r  0 .4  percent 
of the total tether length. 
J. Steady-State Lateral Tether Deflection 
Because of limitations in manpower and resourccs, only a cursory 
exanination could be made of the effect of lateral tether dynamics, The follow- 
ing analysis lnaltes use of the Rayleigh-Ritz ~ncthod, which i s  based on the 
premise that the exact deflection of an elastic system can be approximated by 
the superposition of suitably nl~oscn modc functions. Tlie succcss of the 
Rayleigh-Ritz metl~od depencls very much on the choice of tllesc mode functions. 
: X'RODUCIEILITY 011' ?'W h; 
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They a re  usually selected from the natural mode shapes (eigenfunctions) of the 
dynamical system under investigation or of one w5ich is very similar to it. For  
the tethered siibsatellite system, it would be natural to use the eigenfunction of 
a string vibrating under non~miforin tension. This would be determined by the 
gravity gradient force field. The stling would be suspended at one end and have 
a mass attached to the other end. Since a conlputer pi-ogranl was not readily 
available to compute these eigenfunctions, the analysis was based on eigen- 
functions of a string under unifoi~n tension. The string was assumed to have 
an infinite end mass. To provide for maxinlun~ tether flexibility, the tension 
was set equal to the smallest value of the tension in the tether. This occurs at 
the attach point of the subsatellite. For  this condition, the eigenfunctions, I I ,  
n ' 
are  simply given by 
n T z  1/ (z)  = sin- 
11 1 
The associated eigenvalues (natural frequencies) of the system a re  
In accordance wit11 the Rayleigh-Iiitz method, the inodal response of the system 
is obtained from the equation 
where f ( t , t )  represents the aerodynamic force per unit lcngtl~ of the tether 
'n 
the generalized coordinate, and &I t11c gcneralizcd mass of the nth inode 
n 
shape. The total response of the tether over and above the rigid tether rcsponse 
is then obtaincd by superposition of the individual inodal responses as  
where N i s  the total number of mode shapes used in the Rayleigh-Ritz approxi- 
mation. For  the present feasibility study, the response of the fully deployed 
tether was only determined for a steady-state aerodynamic excitation force. 
This very closely corresponds to a tethered subsatellite moving in a circular 
equatorial orbit. For  eccentric o r  inclined orbits, the aerodynamic forcing 
function contains a component that has an approximate sinusoidal variation with 
time and a period close to the orbital period of the orbiter. However, i t  should 
be remarked that the period of the first  few tether mode shapes is very much 
smaller than the orbital period. Therefore, no serious resollance phenomena 
a re  expected to occur for these orbits, at least  not for the fully deployed con- 
dition. 
The total number N that has to be used to obtain a satisfactory approxi- 
mation to the actual deflection of a d5namic system depends strongly on the 
forcing function itself. Because of the drastic exponential increase of the 
atmospheric density with decreasing altitude, the aerodynamic excitation is 
concentrated at the lower end of the tether. As a consequence of this strong 
nonunifornl force distrib~~tion, it talres a relatively large number of mode shapes 
for convergence, This fact is illustrated in Figures 11-21 through 11-25. I t  is 
seen that satisfactory colivergence requires the inclusion of 8 to 10 mode shapes. 
The maximum deflection of the tether is  aljout 6 Irm, i. e. , about 6 percent of 
i t s  total lengh. 
A more accurate analysis of the lateral tether flexibility would have to 
be based on Lagrange's equation (11-9) using the previously mentioned refined 
nlode shapes. 
K. Conclusions and Recornrnendations 
The feasibility study conducted thus far  did not expose any hazardous o r  
adverse dynamic response characteristics of the tethered subsatellitc during i ts  
clcployment and stationlreeping ~:hasc. In fact, its dyiiainic behavior was unex- 
pectedly favorable. Par t  of this can, of course, be attributed to the fact tllat a 
rather long duration was aIlowed for the deployment maneuver whose initial 
velocities wcre kept at a few millimeters per second. In practice, this would 
lead to deployment times of 8 to 12 h. However, there seemed to bc no objection 
to allotting this amoimt of time to the total dcl~loyment phase. ?'he dynanic 
transients and steady-statc excursions during the stationltccping phase appeared 
to be acceptable for thc proposed satcllitc-boi~ie exqxx-ilnents. ljesides, thcrc 
seenls to bc thc possil~ility of rcducing these dynamic responses by a pmpcrly 
chosen yo-yo tether control law. This could obviate the potential necessity of 
having an active reaction-jet control system on boaxl the subsatellite. Tensile 
forces in the tether were well within the strength limits of the proposed tether 
materials and gauges. No dyxainic resonance phenomena were observed a s  a 
result of aerodynamic disturbances for  inclined o r  eccentric orbits. Although 
diurnal fluctuations of the atnlospheric density were not simulated, they will 
probably not introduce serious dynamic response problems. They will, however, 
slightly increase the steady-state excursions of the subsatellite. Whereas the 
dynamical effects of the Earth's oblateness were found to be negligible, its geo- 
metric effects a re  significant. A satisfactoiy assesslnent of these would have 
to be based on a more accurate definition of the atmospheric density variations 
above the surface of the Earth including diurnal effects. I t  clid not come as  a 
suiprise that a serious dynamic problem ai-ose during the attempt to retrieve 
the subsatellite. This problem is c11aractei.ized by a spectacular wrap-around 
phenomenon during the last  phase of the retrieval maneuver, when the sub- 
satellites come into the close vicinity of the main satellite. A similar behavior 
had already been observed in earlier dynanlic studies that were perforlnecl to 
prove the feasibility of rescuing a disabled astronaut by tether retrieval. 
Since this problem and its potential solution will be cliscussed in a later section 
of this report, i t  will not be pursued fu1-tl1e.r here. It seems appropriate to 
mention, howeves, that an earlier planar analysis of the retrieval phase did not 
reveal this phenomenon because the tether contml law could provide sufficient 
damping for the in-plane motion. Therefore, i t  i s  recommended that future 
analyses be pei-fornzed using a three-dimensional dynamical nloclel of the 
tethered subsatellite. 
Based on the physical insight gained in the present dynanic analysis, i t  
is fill-ther recominended that the dynamic analysis be expanded by including 
lateral tether mode shapes in both pitch plane and yaw plane. In addition, tile 
effect of the tethered subsatellite on the main satellite should be assessed, in 
order to estimate the psopellxnt consumption for i~laintaiiling proper attitude 
and orbital position of the main satellile. This can be done in a separate analysis, 
Seine effoi-t shoulcl be devoted to analyze the effect of the ionospheric pl;~sma and 
the Earth's nlagnctic field on the tethcr, Both of thcse cffccts arc  cspccted to 
be small. 
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Figure 11-2. E-xponential atmosphere model. 
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Figure 11-3. Exponential deployment law - rate of tether deployment versus time. 
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Figure 11-5. Optimal yo-yo contx*o: (out-of-plane motion). 
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Figure 11-6. Deploymerit dynamic stability behavior. 
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Figure 11-8. Roll angle versus time - equatorial orbit, 
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Figure 11-10, Out-of-plane lnotioll (y-z plot) - equatorial orbit. 
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Figure 11-11. Equatorial motion (x-y plot) - equatorial orbit. 
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Figure 11-12, Tether elongation versus time - equatorial orbit. 
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Figure 11-14. Pitch angle versus time - polar orbit. 
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Figure 11-15, Roll angle versus time - polar orbit. 
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Figure 11-16. In-pla?~e lnotiol~ (x-z plot) .- polar orbit. 
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Figure 11-17. Gilt-of-planc motion (y-z plot) - polar orbit,  
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Figure  11 -18. Equatorial motion ( x-y plot). - polar orl~il-.. 
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Figx~re 11-20. Tether tension versus time - polar orbit. 
Figure 51-21. Steady state modal deflec1Jn.s - 1 and 2 modes. 
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Figure 11-22. Steady state modal deflections - 3 and 4 modes. 
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Figure !I-23. Steady state modal deflections - 5 and 6 modes. 
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Figure 11-24. Steady state modal deflections - 7 and 8 modes. 
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Figure II-25. Steady state modal deflections - 9 and 10 modes. 
1 1  1. INVESTIGATION OF A TETHERED 
SUB SATELLI TE CONTROL LAW 
A. Summary  
A control la\\? is presented \\rhich uses tension in the line, line velocity, 
and length to deploy and retrieve a subsatellite up to 100 Iml above o r  below 
the Sl>uttle o r  other space vshicle. The equations of nlotion used here a re  
three-dimensional but include only the lnass of the line and no otller factors, 
i. e. , tether dynamics, atmospheric forces, elliptical orbits, etc. These addi- 
tional factors a re  covered in detail by ILI. R1ieinf11rt.h in Section 11. 
The results shoiv that the subsatellite can be deployed in a stable manner 
in a few lhours and can be retrieved in a stable manner if enough time i s  avail- 
able. Approximately 19 11 is the minimum time required for retrieval to 5 m 
. - 
from 100 lml. 
The subsatellite can be positioned to any distance from any other dis- 
tance and stabilizecl at the new position in a few hours (107 up to 120 -1: 0.5 lun 
altitude required 1. 5 11) . 
Feasibility of this tecllniquc will be gavel-necl by mechanical design 
linlitations and time allowccl to stabilize a t  a new position. 
B. l n t roduct ion  
Until the worlc presented in this rcport was done, no continuous control 
law was available to deploy, retrieve, or  position a subsatcllite suspended by a 
tether up to 100 Ian long. This law i s  an extellsion of onc dcvslopecl by C. Rupp 
and used by AMA in their work. The extension involves maldng the con~n~anded 
length in that original control law a function of the actual lcngtli rather tllan an 
arbitrary se t  of con~n~ancls. The particular function chosen i s  determinecl by the 
desired line velocity, position, cls~nping, and rctrieval time. 
C. Method 
The dynamic equations used here were derived by M. Kheiizfi~rtli and 
a r e  presented elsewhere in this p~tblication. The control law developed by 
Rupp is 
where 
wo = orbital rate 
1 = tether length 
P C  = is con~manclecl ength 
T = commanded tether acceleration. 
The tension in the tether ( a t  Shuttle) is given by 
T = r B I  ( sat 
where M is tlie subsatellite mass and M is the mass  of wire of Icngth P . 
sa t  wire 
For  purposes of optimizing the tension, the control law was expanclcd to 
where R i s  the w /wo, w is the control law ttstretcl~" frequency, and 5 i s  
c C C 
the control law damping. 
Tlie control law extension clevelol~ed here se t s  
wl~ere  Ki is chosen for pcrforniance ancl K3 is chosen for the desired deployment 
velocity. 
Tlie idea for this extension \vas based on the old "carrot-and-stick" idea, 
li. e. , coni~llancl a length always ahead of the p ~ e s c n t  length by an amount which 
will give the desired trajectory. 
The values used for ICi and K3 a r e  different for retrieval and deployment. 
During clcploy~nent, t l ~ r e e  sets of values a r e  used depel?cIing on tlie relationship 
of the current length to either the phase 1-2 mode change Icngtl~ o r  the final 
lengtll. Ih~r ing  the initial phase, Ki is given a. value greater than one while K3 
is se t  to zero. The value of Ki for this phase is chosen to minilnize the time 
to tlie clesired velocity. When the clcsirecl velocity is reachcd, the scconcl phase 
begins ancl continues until Mie terminal phase bcgins. During Jl1 second phase, 
lCi is sct  to one and 1C3 is cliosen to maintain UIC clesirccl v c l o c ! 3 ~  A snlootll 
transition from the initial lihase to the second phase rcquires Uiat 
where L is the leagtl~ for changing from phase one to pliasc Lwo. The terminal 
phase has Ki  = 0 and lC3 equal to the clcsirecl final Ienglh. Thc terminal phase 
begins \vlvhea the actual length is within 1% (phase 2) units of thc final Icngth. 
Retrieval worlrs l ~ c s t  when IC3 - 0 and Kt < I for the entire retrieval time. 
If Kt i s  too low, the subsatcllitc will go Ily tlic Shuttle; if Kt a~l~pronchcs onc then 
too much timc is required to rctricvc. 
Other parainetcrs ~vllich can I)c optimized together with lCi ant1 IC3 a r e  
w ancl 1: . The o and 6 a r c  choscn primarily to mini~nizc out-of-plane 
C C C C 
motion cluring retrieval. fin w of four wo is theoretically optin~um for best 
C 
clamping of out-of-plane n~otion. 
Station keeping is dependent on w and 5 but not on Kt. The values 
C c' 
for w and 5 will need to be chosen based on desired response and may be 
C C 
different from values used during retrieval. The value for K3 i s  similar to 
that used during the third phase of deployment, i. e., i t  is the desired length. 
Implementing this control law may best be accomplished by a combina- 
tion of digital and analog techniques. Equation (III-1) can probably best be 
implemented using analog techniques while the choosing of K1 and K3 appears 
simplest by digital methods. 
Mechanizing the entire system has several difficulties, i~los t  of which 
must still be fully resolved. These wi1I he briefly disrr:ssc.d ill the conclusions. 
A l i  t"n? sin~ulationn for this report were done on a desk-top IIP-9830 
c a l c u l a t o ~ ~  .'il programs *>.we either written especially for this problem o r  
were adapted from an earlier project involving similar requirements. 
D. Results 
F i g ~ ~ r e s  ID-1 through DI-G are  illustrations of what could bc expected. 
Obviously, a large number of simulations could be done depe~~tling on thc control 
desired and the ~nission to be accomplished. Once these a re  specified a partic- 
ular optimum solution coulcl be worlted out. 
Table DI-1 shows the parameter values used for the si~nulations in this 
report. Also used wcrc 
I\iIsat = 170 lrg 
M = 83 kg (100 Inn) 
wire 
wit11 coordinates a s  dcfined in  thc l ist  of sj-mbols. 
TABLE III-1. INITIAL CONDITIONS AND CONTROL VALUES 
Units 
Name 
Deploy 
Retrieve 
Station Keeping 
m 
1 0  
10 
100 000 
100 000 
m / s  
1 0  
0.5 
0 
0 
deg 
00 
0 
20 
20 
deg/ s 
40 
0 
0 
0 
deg 
Jlo 
0 
10 
deg/s  
60 
0 
0 
10 1 0 
None 
Ki 
2 
0.93 
m 
K3 
7 CsO 0 
0 
0 160 O G ; ~  
Figure III-1 shows a side view of the deploylncnt and retrieval trajec- 
tories. Deployment is smooth and relatively fast, with average tethcr velocity 
being purposely limited to approximately 8 m/  s, This limit was decmcd con- 
sistent with reel  capability in stearly state. The resultant time was 6.7 11 to 
stabilize a t  P = 100 Ian (atmosphere not considered). Setting the subsatcllite 
out to 20 m ~ 4 t h  no initial velocity requires only 15 min more to go to 100 Ian. 
There was a 3 1m1 overshoot but a change of parameters during thc terminal 
phase could reduce this to allnost any desired value. 
Retr!-val began with an extreme worst case, i. e. ,  with the sul~satcllitc 
in front of tile Shuttle path and slightly off to the side. Atmosphere urould tend 
to pull the subsatellite behind the path  which other simulations show does not 
cause such a low altitude to be 'cached a s  shown here. Diffcrent paranicters 
call ininimizc this cffcct to almost any point clcsirecl althougl~ somc~vllat more 
time wvould be required and parameters would nccd to be changecl during retrieval. 
This particular retrieval ~ q u i r e d  26 11 to reach 5 m bclorv the Shuttle. The 
effect of out-of-glanc motio~l is sccn towarcls tlie end of the retrieval by Ble 
slight in-plane component. 
Fig~~'c 111-2 s h o ~ ~ ~ s  the amc rctricval fronl thc front. 'I'l~c? out-ol-planc 
~llotion i s  clearly seen. It can also i ~ e  secn how this motion is clamping gut a s  
tlie subsatcllite approaches the Shuttlc. 
Figure 111-3 shows the tetl~e' tension and velocity U ~ r o u ~ l ~ o u t  clcployment; 
both e r e  rclativcly smooth, h?aximum tension at thc Shuttle i s  approximately 
93 N and maximum vclocity is approxiluatcly 9 ]I;/ s, 
Figure 111-4 shows tc t l~cr  tension ant1 vclocity during rctricval. Maxi- 
i~luill tension a t  the Shuttle for this extrcmc case is aboul 123 N ant1 maximum 
velacity is approximately 23 111/ s. Velocitics vary (plus and minus) and tension 
ancl vclocity oscillate a s  a rcsiilt of tltc control law tryitling to dampctl thc nlotion. 
Takle 111-2 sho~vs tllc best rctricvnl tinics to a givcn clistat~cc 1,elow WE 
Shuttle that can bc or '.lined urith this control law. 
TAUIJIS 31-2. 13ES1' RETRIEVAL 'YIMES TO P 
P ( m )  
t (11) 
5 
1 9 . 1  
10 
18.8 
50 
17.2 
100 
1 
These times can be ol~tained wit11 any and o but their choice is 
c C 
limited by the ov~g8boot and ~l~axirnuln ine vslocity allowed. Timcs shorter 
than those in llaJjZa "ID-2 cause the subsatellite to miss  the Shuttle. 
Tlib part  of r e t r i e ~ a l  requires precise lrnowleclge of the control law 
parameters 1, i , and T. Table 111-3 sI~ow~;-$@,~esol~utio~~s rcquircd for auto- 
mated retrieval to 50 111. 
TAB%% 111-3. RESOLUTIONS FOR AUTORIA'l'ED 
RETltIEVAL TO 50 111 
Station Itccping is illustratccl hy two very different cascs in Figures 111-5 
and III-6. Figure ID-5 uses tllc parameters givcn in Tablc 111-1 and on page 
In-4, and Figure In-6 shows results by changing $@+I = 4 wo and 1; = 
c C 
10. TIE standard paramclcrs allow the telhcr length to a])l~ro;lch 114 Izm and 
after 2 h is urithiri 0.5 Itn~ of Ihc desired 100 l<m 1cn:;th. 'I'his casc clearly 
could not be tolerated. Figlure 111-G shows thc cppositc siluntion in lhal the 
line lengtl~ )lever e' . ?dcd 101 lun, and since tllis lcnglh did no1 occur tlircclly 
beneath the Shuttlc, the subsatcllitc never cven cx~ccclccl I00 Inn I)clo\\l Lhc 
Shuttle. Thc actual parameters for stalion Itccping wo~ild ncccssarily be 
between these two extremes. 
Paranlcter 
1,ength 
Velocity 
. . 
Tension 
Best station Iteeping valircs (for best dalnl)ing) a r c  w = ~1 wo and t; = 
C C 
0. 5. Approximately 8 h arc  neetlccl to cut lllc out-of-planc an?l)litudc in half 
after an initial clisliurbance. Velocity and lcnsion a r c  siniilnr to tllat cxpeii- 
enced during thc initiql part of rctricval. 
Rangc 
50 to 102000 111 
-16 to 22 n ~ /  s 
0.001 to 130 N 
Resolution 
+6 m 
-&0.005 m/ s 
10.0026 N 
Figure III-7 shows a possiljlc analog diagram of the reel control system. 
The colltrol law procluccs2t?~~ desired torque and this is compared \\fit11 the torque 
actually existing, measurWn this case a t  the motor, to produce the e r r o r  
signal. 
Figure 111-8 shows the digital logic needed to i m p l e m ~ 1 ~ ~ t l ~ c  sc eclion of 
Ki and K3 for each phase of the trajectory. The dcsil*ccl IengLlbirB cotnpared 
with thc last  coinnlanclcd length and the current length to maltc the proper 
selection. Also nccdccl is the prcdcterrnincd value for changing fron-t phase 
one to phase two in tleployme~it. 
Figure In[-9 shows inorc detail 011 an actual mcchani~+$on. 'l'hc torque 
lnotor uses tachometer feedback for stabilization. The lcngtl~ and vclocity of 
fie tether a re  ~ ~ ~ e a s u r e d  by a pullcy Itcpt ill frictional contact 114th the tetllcr. 
The tension i s  ~ l ~ e a s u r c d  1); a spring damper arrangement on this samc pulley. 
These sigt~als a r c  fed to Ihc processor to producc a torque command. 
Other idcas have bccn put f o ~ ~ v a r d  as  possible \Trays to clcploy, retrieve, 
and control the subsatellite. Initial deployment lnctllods include a spring 
release system, a gas jet drivcn syst-em, and a rail o r  tube guider1 system. 
Retrieval ideas include rrsing a boom and hool<, a ctlsl~ioncd conc o r  catchc~:, 
o r  ~noving the Shuttle dou?t to tllc subsatcllitc. 
IJength mcasurcment could Lo donc using n~agnclic pulscs on the wirc, 
paint, and plloto-optics reactout, counting t~ui-ns of the wirc recl 01. counting 
revolutions of a pulley 11cltl against t11c wire. An ccccnt'ic motor gear nrould 
give continuous mcasuremcnl. 
Direct position rncasurcmcnts may Ilc possible Ily sadas, lasci , s t rol~e 
light, received power, o r  measuring tctltcr anglc ant1 Icnglh rclativc to lric 
Shuttle. Solnc of tllcse a rc  cliscussed in olllcr parts of this publication. 
Wire velocity mcas~~rcment  could usc the Ic~)fi t l~ tticasu~,crncnL idcas alitl 
get a differential mcnsurcmcnt 11cr unit time. 
Tcnsi'hq'co~~lcl I)c mcasurctl by the spring systcm already mcntioncli a r  
by oieasuring motor current. 
The required nlotor pclver has been estinlated a t  approximately 900 W 
peak to develop about 9 N 111 at up to GOO rpm. Such a nlotor ~ i~e ighs  approxi- 
mately 50 N (10 lb) . For a full 0. G 111 dianleter reel  weiglling al~out Ti800 N 
(1300 lb) this motor could produce about 0.12 m/s2 linear acceleration. This 
is rdequate for all control requirenlents. It iirould also be adequate for  initial 
deployment if 4 o r  5 s is allowed for reel spin up 01- if a tecluliq~~e is used which 
does not require his11 reel acceleretion. 
E. Conclusions 
Deploynleilt and retrieval a r e  fl~eoretically feasible based on t l~ese  con- 
trol law studies. There are  several potential problem areas,  ho\vever. 
First, the long retrieval time nzay limit the usefdness of the concept. 
Some tinie can be saved l ~ y  retrieving the subsatellite a t  sonle distance from 
the Slluttle if a 11. -mod is \vorkccl out to do tllis, such a s  a long boo111 o r  moving 
th? Shuttle. 
. . 
Second, retrieval n~easui-~n-~cnts just before retrieval occurs require 
high resolctior. to gudrautee success. A single clevice to measure tension, 
length, and velocity to the required resolutio:: w e r  their rcsjlective ranses 
could bc difficult to builcl. Ho\vever, a sclieme to divide the range into two o r  
more parts could reduce this clifficulty. 
'IT-, 111ecl1anics of actually clel~loying and retricviiing the ~'~bsatell i te 
could be quite involved. The subsatellite n u s t  be eit1:cr .gi\r~n an initial velocity 
o r  displaced from ihe Slwtllc for grality gradient to becane effective for furtlier 
deplojmlent and control; several ideas have been advanced lo do this. Retrieval 
mechanisnls must ailow for 5 certain error in boll1 velocity and gosition a,t 
retrieval time. They must also retrieve without damrge and wit11 gua~xnteed 
success; ideas have also been presented to do this. 
&Iethods of measuring length, velocity, and tension !lave b c e ~  advanced, 
but the merits of each must still be evcluated. 
High velocities \\fcre usually seen a t  SOIT-, L ~ I X L  rluring rctricval, espec- 
ially if mi~.imum retrieval tinw r.as bcing ,ought. This j;i.~ccs acldcd rcquire- 
nlents on the reel co>.+r.d mechanism anc c:lble zonstr:lctiol . 
The trade-off for the bes'i o o ~ t r o l  alv for a given mission lnust be done 
\;henever the nlission is specified. This require, in the lnost co~nplicated 
case, that all control paranlaters be falctions of time. Station keeping, 
retrieval, and deploynleilt \vould each have their o\vn parameter set. 
Operation above the ShuttIe is the same a s  operation bclow. 3lissions 
being mentioned thus f a r  require a different lengtl: and size cable for operation 
above than belo\v. This coulcl mean another control paranleter set ,  a t  worst, 
but a t  least  this lvoulcl have to be investigated further. 
i\Iaximum tether acceleration has been less  than 0.1 m i  s2 ~ ~ : l ~ c h  is not 
a problem. However, initial deplojmlent, if an initial velocity i s  required, 
could produce a far  Iligher value. It i s  this high value that sizes the recl con- 
trol motor if the entire reel must be accelerated; this must bt. further \i~orlcecl 
out. 
The control law presented here  allows freedom to stop and s tar t  from 
any tether length. This sinlply says that the control law is continuous rather 
than stepwise o r  arbitrary. Tension measurenlent i s  a rcquircmcnt for suc- 
cessful retrieval. It is not a necessity for deployment. 
Further work should be done to test  this control la\\. in the detailed 
simulation explained clse\vl~crc in tltis publication. Also a harcl\\,are simulation 
could be of considerable value once a specific mission i s  defined. 
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IV. AEROCYtdAMI CS 
ICenneth 1). Jolinston 
The aerodynamic fol'ces and heating on t11e satellite and tether wirc are 
estilnated and one possible design for acroclyna~nic attitucle stabilization i s  
examined in this section. The interference of 1310 satellite with atmospheric 
probe ~neasureinents is also briefly discussed. 
A. Tether Wire 
'file tethcr wire i s  so snlall ( D  5 0.4 tnin) that the wirc is in the free 
lllolecular flow regime ovei* the entire altitude range (altitude 2 100 Icm). Tllc 
Knudsen number (molecular mean free path/wire diameter) of the \vire a t  
100 Itm altiti~de is approxin~atcly 400, and i t  increases at higher altituclcs. 4 
Knudsen niunber of 10 o r  greater i s  sufficient to guarantee lree molecular Ilow. 
The aerodynaniic force cocfSicients were estinlalcd using Reference IV-I. 
Although the free molecular force cocfficients vary somewllal with wall tem- 
pcrature and specd ratio, the accuracy obtained by assunling t l~cse  quatitities 
to be constant over the altitude range i s  considered atlequate for this study, 
Therefore, these quantities were talten to be constant a t  thc values tliey assume 
at the midaltitude of 160 km. The normal force and axial lorcc cocfficients 
for  the wire a r e  given it1 Figitre IV-l a s  a function of the angle-of-attaclc of the 
wire. 
Experimental data Sro111 Reference IV-2 were used to cstinlatc the aero- 
dynamic hcat input to the wire. Figure IV-2 gives thc total fill11 cocf~icic~it ,  
I1 (defined in the figz~re) , a s  a Ii~unction of altitutlc for Srec 111olecu1c flow at T 
right angles to tllc wire, The equilil~rium teml~craturc of t i~c  wirc was estimated 
by balancing the acrod\~iamic and solar heat input against tllc cnlittcd radiant 
energy assulning that both tllc absorbtivity and cmissivitj~ arc  cqu:il to 0.85. All 
other sources of ellcrgy input such as Earth radiation and clcctric current in the 
wire were ig~oretl .  Figure IV-3 givcs Ille equilibrium wire lempcraturc a s  a 
fi~nction of altitudc with and willlout solas heating. 
B. Nonaerodynamically Stabilized Satell ites 
II there i s  no reyuiremenl for aerodynamic attitilde control, simple 
external shapes such a s  spheres o r  cylinders call be used. Only spheres and 
cylinders a r e  consic1ercd here. Four sixes ranging from 0. 6 to 2 m in diameter 
were chosen to bracltet the probable size of thr: subsalellite. The speed of tlie 
subsalellite was obtained, xvlienever ~weded, by o h s e r v i ~ g  that tlic subsatellile 
and the orbiter travel a t  the same angular speed about the center of the Earth. 
Figure IV-4 gives clrag coefficients of spheres a s  a function of altitutle. 
These curves \\rere obtaillccl from experimental data in Itclercnce IV-3 for  
llypcrsonic, rarcfiecl flo\\l. A different curve i s  obtained lor each diameter a t  
the lo\trer altitudes wlicre lllc spheres a r e  in the transitional flow regime, i. c. , 
that fio~v regime bclwccn the continuiun regime a t  low altiiui..> :nd Llic frcc 
nlolecular regime a t  high altitudes. Motleratc changes in l~oc v si 2 procluce 
signilicanl cliangcs in lorce coefficieiils in the transitional I Io t i  re t  imc. 
Tlic aerodynamic heal input to a 1 m diameter sphere \\ L. cslimalctl 
using experimental data from Rcferencc IV-2. Tllc total film coefficient, li,., 
1 
i s  given in F i ~ i r r c  IV-5. An energy balanco similar to tlitll I'or the Lcthcr \\lire 
\v:ts performctl to finti the ec~uilibrium tcml)cralurc o l  the splicrc. This 1c1il- 
pcraturc i s  presented a s  a fuiiction of altitudc in I<$?ilrc IV-G, 
Drag cocfficicnts lor cylinders at  zero angle-or-attaclc ancl Icnglli-lo- 
diameter ratio of 2 a rc  given in F i g ~ i ~ c  IV-7. Again, the separate c ~ ~ r v c s  for
the diffcrcnl body sizes intlicalc thc Lrai1sitionnl 11,ow rcginie. A t t l~ri t lgi~ig 
formula" given in Ilcfercncc IV-/I nncl rilotlilicd in liclcrcwcc IV-5 w a s  i~sctl o 
cstim.lte Llic cocfficicnts ill llic Lransition:ll rcgiinc. ' Y ~ Q  l)ritlgi~~g Ioriiii11:t 
bridges the gap bct\vccn the conlini~um ant1 Ircc rnolccula~' rc:;i~lics I)y sul)l~lying 
a curve shape based on expcrintcntal clala lor similar I,otl$Cs. 'I'hc Ircv molrc- 
ular coefficients \\rere ohtainctl froni ltclcrcnce T V - I .  
C. Aerodynamicaliy Stabilized Sztell ites 
U acroclynaiiiic atlilutlc slnl~ility i s  tlcsirctl, some system of v:ilies must 
be placctl on thc Icc\v:trcl end 01 the salellilc to I<ccl~ i t  ~~oiliting inlo Llic rc1:ltivc 
\ i l  7 ' 1 1 ~  Lorcc cscrtctl I)y the letlicr \\lire on Llic si~l~satell i le coultl 1)roclrlcc 
niomci~ts \rhicli lniglit c011111er;~ct Llie zcrot1~~1i:~inic I I IO: I~C~I I~S .  'I'll i s i ~ ~ L t ~ r f c r e ~ i c c  
coiilcl be ~)i.cvcntcd if t!~e wire were ntt:iclietl :11 tlie cc~ilel- of gravit\l 01 the sub- 
a c l l i t c  ?'his effect mij:lit also I)e miniiiiizc~tl l ~ y  locating tllc wire :illachn~cnl 
a f i -2  
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point judiciously. Tlie tether wire* would Iiavc much less cffcct in tho yaw plane 
than in the pitch plane, so  tlie tetlbbr, wire niight be ig~~orecl in a f irst  approxi- 
nlation for yawing motion. 
For a fin surface to be effective in high altitude, low density figlit, i t  
must be inclined at a large anglc to the flow. Tnis i..f because tlie lift curve 
slope, a / a a ,  of a fin surface is very small neaf~'1rlr8ro angle of-attack and 
L 
beconles much larger at greater angles-of-attack. No attempt was made to Lad 
an optimum vane coi~figuration since the pressnt stilcly i s  only to determine 
feasibility. Therefore, a simple colfdigz~ration was chosen for convcniencc of 
coillputation. This config~lration consists of a lightweig%t 45' half-angle cone 
frustum attached to a 1 in dialnater sl~lierical satellite with the apex of the 
cone coiilciding with tlie center of tlie spliere. TO estimate the moment of 
inertia of this configuration, i t  was assu~llecl that the supporting structure and 
skin of the cone-frustum afterbody a re  equivnlent in mass distribuf;ioti to a 
0.006 in. thiclc aluminmn conical slicll. Cone base dianieters of 4 ,  G ,  and 8 111 
were chosen fcr  tlie study. So~ne pliysit:.! characteristics of tilcse bodics a r e  
listed in Figure IV-8. 
1. STATIC -4ERODYNAMICS 
The drag coefficient of this configuration a t  ~cro~p~gle-of-attaclc i s  
given in Frg?;='re TI-9 a s  a function of a l t i t~~de .  These daT&were computed using 
Reference IV-4 and tlie rnodifiecl bridging Soril~ula 01 IZefcrcnce IV-5. Thc drag 
coelficients a rc  convevted to drag force in Figure IV-10 and comparcd wit11 the 
sphere alone drag to illustrate the pcnalty in drag which rcsults Irom attaching 
the afterbotly. Tlie drag force i s  rather largc at the lower altitudes. This 
drag imposes a horizontal component of tension in the wire ~vhich nligllt linlit 
the size of afterbocly wliich can l ~ e  used. It woulcl be usefiil to measure the tcn 
sion in the wire a t  t l q  satellite to provide an estimate of atmospheric clcnsity 
by assinning that the drag coefficicnl is la~own, 
A "design a!titx~clc" of 107 Icm \ \as  selected for this study. Tlie axial 
force ~ocfficicnt i s  given a s  a function of angle-of-attaclc for this altiturle in 
F i g ~ ~ r e  IV-11. Tho normal force coeflicient i s  givcn in Figilrc IV-12. 'I'llc 
aerodynamic moment cocfficicnt, C , about tlic center of the sphere i s  given M 
a s  a function of angle-of-attaclc in Figure IV43.  &s cxpectcd, tliis configlra- 
tion i s  statically stable at a = 0 sincc C = 0 and 8 / a N < 0 a t  a = 0 ,  i. c .  , hl cC M 
if the body is disturtbed from tx = 0, an axrcdyi183h:ia mo?nent is created \r. hich 
tends to drive the body back towval.ds a! = 0. Woivevcr, it is not a sure thing that 
the body will come to rest again at or = 0; it might oscillate with constant ampli- 
tude (zero dynamic stability) or with increasing amplitude (dynamic instability). 
Therefore, the dynamic stability of the configuration must be examined. 
2. DYNAMIC STABILITY 
Consider angular oscillations (about center of mass) in a plane (single 
degree of f reed~m motion) with only aerodynanlic torques acting, except for 
the initial disturbance torque. The complicated dynamic interaction between 
the tether mire and the satellite is ignored. This idealized model might be use- 
ful for examining oscillatory motions in the yaw plane. 
The one-dimensional equation of rotational motion is 
where 
a C ~  L (=) a or a=o = (T) .=o REF = -K 
or, in familiar form: 
C I t  2 - f i - &  + - a = ( )  
I I 
Tne quantity K is found by taking the slopes of the curves in Figure IV-13 
at a, = (1. To keep K constant and equation (IV-2) linear, the maximum angle- 
of-attack must be limited to approximately 20°. The quantity 
is the aerodynamic damping derivative. Its value was estimated at -2.0 from 
Reference IV-6 which uses the Newtonian impact theory that is valid for con- 
tinuum flow. No attempt was made to modify the damping derivative to account 
for rarefied flow. 
The solution to equation (IV-2) is 
ic 
a = a  MAX - sin[/- t i y ] . (w-3) 
'rhe d.dmped natural frequency of oscillation is 
and the undamped natural frequency is 
The aerodynamic damping was so small that there was no significant difference 
in natural frequency between the damped and undamped cases. The natural 
frequency is given as  a function of altit~tcle in Figure N-14. 'lie differences 
in frequency for the different sized bodies are small. 
I£ it is assunled that a t  t = 0 and a = 0, the satellite is given an impulsive 
angular speed, & o, the maximum ang111ar deflection is given by 
The maximum angle is given a s  a function of the initial angular speed disturbance 
in Figure IV-15 for 107 krn altitude. For  a given ho, increasing the size of the 
afterbody has an adverse effect in limiting the maximum angle; this is due to the 
increase in moment of inertia. However, for a given angular impulse disturbance, 
Figure IV-16 shows that increasing the size of the afterbody is very effective in 
limiting or MAX' 
To evaluate the effectiveness of aerodynamic damping', we find the time 
required, r, for the anlplitucle of the oscillations to decay to l / e  of a D: MAX' 
From equation (W-3), 
21 t = -  
D C '  
The decay time is given a s  a function of altihrde in F i g ~ ~ r e  IV-17. This time 
increases rapidly with altitude, and for a l t i t~~des  greater than 110 to 115 lrnl 
the aerodynamic clamping is practically inelkclive. Some form of internal 
damping might be rcquirec1 for the higl~er altitudes. 
The selection of the afterbody size will clepencl on the disturl;anccs 
expected, e. g., wind profiles o r  jerlcs from the tether wire, ancl on the maxi- 
mum allowable amplitucle of oscillation and decay time. No attempt was made 
to estimate the disturbances to be expected. 
The aerodynamic heating ancl cquilibrium surfacc tcinperature of the 
spherical satellite was given in Figures IV-5 and IV-6. The aerodynamic 
heating of the conical afterbody was obtained in  a similar way from experi- 
mental data in Reference IV-2 and presented in Figure IV-18. The data in 
Reference IV-2 a re  for con~plete cones; however, tllese data were used unchanged 
to cstimate the convective heat transfer to t11c cone frustums, Performing all 
IV-G 
energy balance as  before yields the equilibrium temperatures in Figure IV-19. 
Separate curves were obtained for the different sized bodies at the lower alti- 
tudes in the transitional flow regime. 
D. Satellite Interference with Atmospheric Measurements 
If an attempt is made to measure atmospheric properties, such a s  
density, by means of an instrument mounted at the surface of the satellite, 
the measurements are  likely to be far different from the values in the undisturbed 
atmosphere that one would lilce to record. The air molecules pile up on the front 
of the satellite in a shock layer as illustrated in Figure IV-20. The density, 
temperature, and pressure are  greatly increased above their undisturbed values, 
and the air molecules a re  partially dissociated and ionized. One might attempt 
to overcome this satellite interference by extending a probe through the shock 
layer into the undisturbed freestream. The scope of this preliminary study is 
limited to estimating the shock layer thiclmess and, therefore, the length of 
probe required. 
A computation &hod for the ideal gas flow field in the stagnation region 
of a spherical body was developed by Jain and Adimurthy [IV-71 and extended 
by Jain and Kumar [IV-81 to real gas and further modified by Hendricks [IV-91 . 
The flow field along the stagnation streamline of a 1 m diameter sphere at 107 km 
altitude was computed using this program. The ideal gas version of this program 
gave reasonable agreement with experimental temperature and density profiles 
[IV-71 and the real gas version gave fairly good agreement with other theoretical 
solutions [TV-8 and IV-91, so these data can be treated with a reasonable degree 
of confidence, although a thorough comparison with experimental data is not 
available. Figure IV-21 gives the nondimensional density, temperature, and 
atomic oxygen (mass fraction) profiles along the stagnation streamline a s  a 
function of nondimensional distance from the surface of the sphere for the case of a 
noncatalytic wall, From this figure the shock layer extends approximately I.. 1 
radii ahead of the sphere at this altitude. Therefore, a probe longer than 55 cm 
would be required to protrude into the undisturbed freestream at 107 km; longer 
probes would be required at higher altitudes. The complicated problem of the 
interference of the probe with the flow field about the satellite was not considered, 
The probe system will undoubtedly require much more study in the future. 
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Figure N-19. Equilibrium temperature of conical afterbody at or = O O .  
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Figure E7-21. Density, temperature, and atomic oxygen (mass fraction) profiles 
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V. THERMAL STUDIES 
William P. Balcer 
A, Summary 
A prel iminary thermal  assessment  was  made to determine the external 
heating r a t e s  and t h e  resulting temperatures  of a low orb i t  s p h c i ~ c a l  satel l i te  
and i t s  te ther  w i r e ,  and to a s s e s s  the thermal  protection requirements  to 
effectively maintain the temperatures  of the electronic packages and t h e  antenna 
within acceptable limits.  
The  resulting recommendations are to apply: (1)  3.81 cnl (1.6 in.) of 
high performance insulation (EIPI) to the external sur face  of the satellite shell,  
and (2) 2.54 c m  ( 1  in. ) of high tcniperature reusable sur face  insulation 
(HRSI-L19OC) external to the satellite 's antenna. 
B. Introduction 
T h e  objectives w e r e  (1) to determine the thermal  effects of aerodynamic, 
so la r ,  Ear th  radiation and albedo, and internal heat  upon a n  Atmospheric Mag- 
netospheric P lasma in Space (AMPS) te thered subsatellite and its te ther  w i r e  
and (2) to study passive thermal  contlbl techniques toward maintaining :accept- 
able temperature limits.  
Other  r:ources [V-1 through V-GI were  used f o r  inform:ition :und calcu- 
tion tcchniqucs. 
C. Analysis 
The  approximate aerodynamic heating r a t e  versus  altitutlc was detcrinincd 
and plotted in F igure  V-1, Figure V-2 presen ts  a plot of aerodyn:~mic 2nd s o l a r  
heat  a s  percent i les  of the total extcrnal heating vcrsus  :llt.ih~de, At t h c  design 
altitude (107 km) ,  the satel l i te 's  extem:il h a t  input pcrcentagcs a r e  z p p l ~ x i -  
tnately 07 percent  aerodynamic, 2 percent  so la r ,  0.4 perc rn t  Ealth radiation, 
and 0. G percent  albedo, These  approximate percentages :~t  130 k n ~  a r e  (i2 pcr-  
ccnt  aerodynaniic, 27 percent  solar ,  6 percent  Earth ratlintion, and (i percent 
albedo, 
These assun~ptions were made in computing the nominal external tem- 
perature of a spherical uncooled steel shell satellite versus orbital altitude 
(Fig. V-3). 
1. Oxidized spherical steel shell satellite 
a. Mass - 100 kg 
2. Negligible convective cooling and no radiating fins - radiation from 
external surface to space. 
3. Random rotation of sphere; i. e., no stabilizing fins for velocity 
vector control. 
4. 107 k n ~  (350 kft) nominal orbital altitude of satellite; 90 min orbital 
time, 7450 m/s orbital velocity. 
5. 50°C maximum internal temperature limit. 
6. Transitional to free molecular flow at 90 to 1110 ltm altitudc. Free  
molecular flow at altitudes over 110 Itm. 
7. Equilibrium o r  steady state conditions. 
8. Circular orbit. 
D. Resu Its and Graphs 
An optimuln thicltness 3.81 cm (1.6 in. ) of high performance insulation 
could be applied external to the subsatellite shell to reduce the heat flow from 
outside to inside. 
High temperature reusable surface insulation (HRSI-LI9OO) can be 
applied external to the subsatellite's antenna for effective temperature coiltrol. 
A 2.64 cm ( 1  in.) thickness will maintain the antenna temperature below 150°C 
at altitudes down to < 107 km. 
The greatest increase of the tether wire temperature occurs a t  
altitudes below approximately 120 km. For  example, if the subsatellite Is 
deployed to 107 Itm, the tether cable material must withstand temperatures up 
to 49Ei0c, but only 3 9 5 " ~  at 114 I ~ I .  
Assuming a 50°C operation,-' limit internal.to the satellite (experiment/ 
instrunlent package), an active and/or semi-passive thermal control system 
appears to be required a t  the loiirer altitudes ( 130 km or less).  The thermal 
control system heat load may be minimized by applying passive high per- 
formance insulation external to the experin~ent/instrun~ent paclcage. Figures 
V-3  and V-4 show typical calculated temperatures for the external surface 
and the results of reducing the internal heating load 1 1 ~ 1  applying HPI to the 
satellite shell. The XPI retards the heating rate to give long thermal transients 
to the internal portions of the satellite. Figure V-5 sho~vs the results of 
applying 3. 8 c n ~  (1. 5 in. ) of HPI (optimum thicltncss) on the transient heat up 
of the experin~ent/instriunent pncltage. The results indicate 30 k r  to achieve a 
50°C temperature r ise  a t  the design altitude of lo7 km. There fo~c ,  For s11or.t 
experitnent times the transient nature of the passive HPI may be adequate for 
thermal control. 
Calculations were made to tleterlninc if Ilig!] tcmper;tturc rcusahle sur- 
face insulation (IIRSI-1,1900) can be used to limit the satellite antcnnn's tern- 
perature to its mnxin~r~rn allowa)~lc value (150°C) ant1 to tlcfinc nn optin~rim 
HRSI thickness. 
Figure V-(i indicates steatly state antenna tclnperaturcs for cliffercnt 
thicknesses of the IIRSI a t  the tlesign altitude (107 Ian) anti also for 100 l i t l ~ .  
The antenna temper:ltare I~uildup a t  100 km and 107 Itm nltitutlcs ~ising 2. 54 cm 
( 1  in. ) optimunl CRSI thiclaless is  shown on 1:igurc V-7 .  Figure V-8 intlicatcs 
the basic construction of n llRS1 tile. 
A tempcrat~ure profile of the tether wire was calculntctl for 100 lo 220 km 
altitude (Pig. V-9), malting these assutnptions: 
1. Wire's cylindrical axis at !)OO to line of flight. 
2. Solar angle of incidence = !lo". 
3. No heat conclr~ction along the wire. 
4.  No electrical c11r1,ent flow it1 wirc. 
5 .  Steady state condition. 
6. Ahsorptarrce ( 0) = 0 .9  ant1 ~ ~ r l l ~ t a n c e  (6 ) = 0. 8 for tllc wire surface. 
7. Aeroclynamic anrl solar heat input Lo llie projcctcd awn (?I .#)  ant1 ))cat 
output by radiation from the entire cylincl~icnl area (2m.C) to tlcrl) tlnl*lc s ince,  
E. Conclusions 
.4t some flight conditions, it appears that passive thermal contml methods 
will suffice to successfull_y maintain the temperatures of the subsatellite instxu- 
ments within acceptable limits. A more indepth s h d y  nust be made to dcter- 
mine applicable ranges of altitude and/or internal heat loads. 
Active cooling will be required a t  the design altitude, 10'; km, with 
the expected orbital and instrument hcali loads. 
Additional work is needed to refine the thermal malysis for uncontrdled 
satellites. The altitudes should l ~ e  deternlined where passive thermal control 
is adequate to limit the internal temperature 5 50°C. -4ctive cooling methods 
also should be investigated. 
Passive theimal control schemes should be evaluated for velocity vector 
controlled satellites, e. g. , finned areas for thermal radiation, heat pipe applica- 
tion, and external coatings. 
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Figure V-5. Internal heat-up rate versus orbital duration at 107 km altitude for tethered satellite. 
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V I, TETHERED SUB SATELLl TE 
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM DESIGN 
A. Summary 
1. ,.ntenna pattern distortions due to the tether do not appear to be a 
problem if the distance between the antenna and the tether is greater than two 
wavelengths. 
2. Antennas suitable for thc Almosphe:l,: Magnetospheric Plasma in 
Space (AMPS) tethered subsatellite have been identified which can withstand 
180°C, a tenrperature highcr than the prcclicted teml~craturc of Ble antenna whcn 
covered with LI-900 insulation. 
3. The plasms cutoff frequency may preclude the use of S-band com- 
munications a t  altitudes below 110 k m .  
4. Most equipment for S-band operation could 11e off-tho-shelf hardware 
with a minimum of ixodification. 
6 .  Communications a t  frequcncics above 3-l~and will rcquire extra sup- 
port equipment on the AMPS facility. 
0, Introduction 
The primary comn1unir:ation problem, which was addrcsscd tli~ring the 
LAAMPS tethered subsatellite feasibility study, was to tleterr~~inc if a comtnul~ica- 
tion link could be established from the tetl~cred subsatellite to tl;c Orbitcr using 
low cost, off-thc-shelf hardware. Some associatctl problems wllicll were 
addressed during the study were the effect of the tcther on the antenna pattern, 
tho temperature of the subsatellite antenna, and the cffcct of tlic plasma generated 
by thc subsatellite on the con~munication link. 
RF  tracking of the suk>satellito was not consitlarctl a s  a part  of this study; 
however, use of a scanni!~g laser radar wliich i s  c u r r c n l l ~ ~  ur~tlcr dcvclol)n~cnt i s  
suggested for missions which have critical tracltitlfi rcquircrncnts. 
C. Method 
The communication requirement of the tethered subsatellite a re  very 
similar to the communication rcquire,~lents of sounding rockct pyogmrns; 
therefore, a good selection of flight proven, off-the-shelf coillinr~nications hard- 
ware is available, especially in the S-band. Since the proposed AMPS facility 
will have S-band communicatiot~s equipment available, a subsatellite to Orbiter 
communications link margin calculation was performed for a typical S-band 
system made up of off-the-shelf sounding rocket type componolts. Tlle calcula- 
tions were based upon the following ltey assumptions: 
1. Sltbsatellite antenna gain - -2 dB 
2. Receive antenna gain -4.24 clB 
3. Data ratc - 200 ltbps 
4. Subsatellitc transmitter power - 1 W 
6. Bit e r r o r  ratc - 10'~ 
6,  Receive systcln noisc figure - 7 dB 
7 .  Plasma cutoSf is not a problem 
Assuming the above, the syste111 will have a 4.7.7 dB margin which i s  adequate, 
Thc effcct of tlle plasma gollcrated by the subsatellile was evaluated by 
the method outlincd by Mitchell in an article ontitled, t~Co~i~munications-Systc~n 
Dlaclr-Out During Recntry of Largo Vehicles, " Pi'oc. IEEE, Volulue 56, No. 6 ,  
11p. G19-G26, May 1007. It was Sound tliat tllc S-l~and communications system 
woultl be blaclced out at a11 altilude just  below 105 lcm, Until lmtler data a r e  
a,vailable on t11e plasma ~encral ion charactcsistics of tllc suI)satellitc, a con- 
s c r ~ ~ a t i v c  estimate i s  thal thc S-band systcm will operate down to an altitude 
of 110 Itm, A graph of plasma cutoff frequency vcrsus altilude in ltilon~clcrs 
i s  given in Figx~re VI-1. 
Selection of a specific antenna for the subsatellite cannot be made until 
the shaoe and size of the subsatellite a r e  well defined, since tlie antenna and 
outer skin of the subsatellite a r e  integral parts of each other. Ilowever, several 
types of antennas such a s  planer spirals and flush mounted wrap-around antennas, 
which a r e  well suited to this application, a r e  availal~le conimcrcially. Because 
of the surface heating encountered by the subsatellite, tlie antenna must be 
covered with a thermal protective shield. A1 excellent lilaterial fo r  such a 
shield is LI-900. LI-900 combines low dielectric constant and low loss  tangent 
wit11 good thermal insulating properties. The use of LI-900 may require a 
slight retuning of the antenna, wrhich will not be a major problem. 
The RISFC antenna group \%.as consulted on tllc effect of the tether 011 the 
antenna pattern. I1 is their best judgnlcnt based on past experience, that antenna 
pattern distortions clue to the tether will not be a proble?~: if  the distance between 
the antenna and the tethel. is greater than 2 ~\~ave:cn?ths. 
D. Conclusion 
Communications fro111 tlic tcthered subsatellite to lhc Orbiter using off- 
the-shelf equipment is fcasible a t  altitudes above 110 Irm. At aititucles below 
110 Iml, the plasnla cutoff frequency \\.ill force the use of C-band for communica- 
tions, thereby, limiting the a v a i l ~ l ~ l e  equipment. 
Additional work shoulcl he clol., b0 refine the data on the R F  losses clue 
to the plasma generated by the subsatellite, and aclditional \\.orli should be clonc 
to define a comii~~mication systenl operating a t  C-band o r  highcr for opcrction 
below 110 l a .  tllso additional work neccls to be clone to define sys tcn~s  to meet 
the t r a c l d n ~  requirement of spccific missions. 
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Figure VI-1. Plasma cutoff frequency. 
APPENDIX 
COMPUTATIONAL ROUT1 NE FOR ELIM INATl NG 
UNKNOWN LAGRANGE MULTl PLIERS 
The purpose of this appendix is to present an algoritllm that eliminates 
the unknown Lagrafige multipliers. These multipIiers enter Lagrangei s equa- 
tions of motion by the introduction of extraneous coordinates. As a result, the 
dynamic analysis contains more coordinates than there a r e  degrees 01 fi.ccdom 
of the dynamical system. This mode of operation may not seen1 like progress 
because i t  increases the number of equations to be solved, however, thc ensuing 
equations a r e  of greater simplicity and symmetry. In addition, i t  enables one 
to calculate internal forces and dynamic loads of interest. 
To eliminate the Lagrange multipliers, the equations of motion a re  
written in state space form. Thus, they make up a se t  of orclinarj~ nonlinear 
differential equations of f i rs t  order a s  
xvhere F reprcscnts the external forces acting on the systcln and F the inertial 
-E -I 
forces. The internal reaction forces a re  calculated from thc rclationshil,: 
The constraint matrix B i s  dcfined by the constraint equation a s  
The Lagrangc multipliers can now be clinlinatcd by carrying out the following 
steps. First ,  thc equations of motion, erluation (A-1) , are  prcnirtltiplietl by 
the inverse of the coelficient nlntrix D, \i41icll yiclds 
Secondly, the equations of constraint, equation (A-31, a r e  differentiated with 
respect to time, which yields 
Inserting equation (A-4) into equation (A-5) results in 
and finally 
The forces themselves call be readily obtained from equation (A-2) a s  
The mathematical analysis of the tethercd subsatellite docs not make use of this 
algorithm because the unlmown constraint lorce, \vl~ich is thc tension in the 
tether, can be directly obtained from the tether control law and the viscoelastic 
forces of the tether. 
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